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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit ymbol Unit Symbol 
Length ____ _ l 
t 
F 
meter ___________________ _ ill 
S 
kg 
foot (or mile) ________ _ ft . (or mi.) 
sec. (or hr.) 
lb. 
Time ______ _ seeond _________________ _ second (or hour) ______ _ 
Force ___ __ _ weight of one kilogram ____ _ weight of one pound __ _ 
Power _____ _ P kg/m/s_ ___ _ ___ __ _ __ _ __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ horsepower - - -- -- -----
S d {km/hL___________________ k. p. h. mi./hr. --------------
hp 
m. p. h. 
f. p. s. pee ------ ---------- m/s______________________ m.p.s. ft ./sec. _____________ _ 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight,=mg 
{f, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 = 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
Mass = TV m, 'g 
p, Density (mass per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-4 
S2) at 15° C and 760 mm=0.00237 (lb.-
mk2, ::\loment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration, k, by proper sub-
script). 
S, 
Sw, 
G , 
b, 
c, 
Area. 
Wing area, etc. 
Gap. 
Span. 
ft. -4 sec. 2). 
Specific weight of "standard" 
kg/rn3 = 0.07651 Ib./ft.3 
b/c, 
air, 1.2255 f, 
Chord length. 
Aspect ratio. 
Distance from C. G. to elevator hinge. 
Coefficient of viscosity. J.L. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
D .(.) IV' q, ynamlC or impact pressure= ] p -
L, Lift, absolute coefficient CL = q~ 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
0, Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 
o 
Oe=qS 
R, Resultant force. ( ote that these coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients L e, Dc·) 
?-w, Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line). 
ill Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrnrt line. 
'Y, Dihedral angle. 
TTl p - ,Reynolds Number, where Z is a linear 
J.L dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 mis, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
270,000. 
Oop, Center of pre sure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of C. P . from leading edge to 
chord length). 
(3, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (i, - i w)' 
a., Angle of attack. 
€, Angle of downwash. 
. 
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AERODYNAMIC THEORY AND TEST OF STRUT FORMS-PART II I 
By R. U. S~nTI[ 
SUMMARY 
Th is report, 81tbmitted to the Xational Adl'isory {1ommittee for Aeronautics Jor publication, 
presents the second of two si1ldies under the sa me title. I n ih is ]>(()·tfil'e theoretical struts are developed 
Jrom distributed sources and 8inlc.~ alld constructed for pressure and re igtance tests in a wind tunnel . 
The sUlface pre, sures Jor symmetrical im'iscid flow are computed for each trut jrom theory and 
compMed with tho e jound by experiment . The theoretical and experimental pre ures are jound 
to agree quantitatil'ely Ileal' the bow, only qualitatively over the suction range, the experimental suctions 
being uniformly a little low, and not at all near the .'tern. 
This tudy i the strut sequel to Fuhrm(Lnn's rese(L!'ch on airship jorms, the one being a study in 
two dimension', the otlier in tlu·ee. A comparison oJ results indicate that the CLgreement between 
theory and experiment is somewhat better jor bodie' oj revolution thCLn jor cylinders when both CLre 
shaped jor slight resistnnce. The consi,tent deficiency oj the experimental Sltctions which is found 
in the ca e oj 8tl'ut.~ was /lot jOlUul in the CCLse oj ail' 'hips, jor which the experimental ,uctions were 
sometimes abol'e someti me.~ below their theoretical values . 
Along with these .IiI'(' theoretical struts 1/ ere made th ree empirical struts oj high repute, the Briti h 
strut given in Reports and Jlemomndn N1Lmber 183, the Gennnn trut Number 53, nnd the United 
tntes Nnvy Numb('/' 2, anA nU eight teste-lJor totnZre. i ·tnnce. OJ the five theoretical struts, Number I 
e.rcel (L (L jniring, Number 17 (/s a strut. Nnmber 17 nnd the United States Ncwy Number 2 hal'e 
abont equal merit CL st,.nt~, with th ~ Gennrm NILmber 53 a clo e second (md the British a poor third, 
the reZative merits being 10 ,10J, and 112, /'f8pectiveiy, oj Reynolds Number l2 x l04 . 
'This pan was submitted in ~[!l)', 1929, to the Johns IlQl'kin< l'!liversity as a doctor's di<sertalion. Part I wns reported ill Rererence 10. 
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AERODYNAMIC THEORY AND TEST OF STRUT FORMS-PART II 
By R. H. SMITH 
INTRODUCTIO 1 
In Part I of thi tudy we were concerned, among other things, with the il1\-er e problem 
of finding a ource-sink di tribution who e fl ow boundary in a uniform tream was the urface 
of 3 giyen empirical tl'ut of high ervice merit, and then of finding the theoretical pressure 
everywhere on the strut surface. 'Ye will now con ider, in Part II, the direct problem of finding 
the flow bOllndaries, in a uniform stream, of a f w balanced combinations of ources and inks 
whose types of distribu tion are predetermined, and then of finding, a before, the theoretical 
pressure on the boundary surfaces. Strut models whose surfaces coincide with these iloll" 
boundarie will then be made and tested in a wind tunnel for surface pre sure and total re istance. 
The direct-problem tudy i analogou to that made by Fuhrmann on a erie of surface 
of revolution resemblino- air hips. (R ef. 1.) Part II may therefore be con idered as the stru t 
sequel to Fuhrmann' inve tigation, the one being a study in two dimensions, the other in 
three. 2 Before beginning the tudy, however, it may be well to con ider, very briefly, a portion 
of the underlying mathematics leading to the ba ic equations of two-dimensional potential flow . 
THE FU DAMENTAL EQUATIONS 
A general vector flelcl, sllch a the di triblltion of velocity, V, throughout a mo,"ing ma 
of fluid, can alway be re olvcd into t·wo component field, each pre ent a if alone. One of 
these components, cnll ed the rotational field, ari e from yortice and ha cud but no diver-
gence, the other, called the inotational field, ari e from ources and ink and ha divergence 
but no curl. The functional form of r for either omponent field i obviou Iy fixed by the 
condition of absenc of the other ; that i , in the rotational field, r J1111 t be curl F, \\"here F 
i a vector, in order to haTe no divergence, and in the irrotational field, 1" must be grad <p, 
where <p is a scalll l" , in ord er to have no Cllrl. .\ eeordingly the rotntional eom ponent field hils 
Lhe equation 
curl T1 = cud curl F ___ - - _ - - - - - - _ - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (1 ) 
and the irrotational component field has the equation 
div T1 = div grad cp _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (2) 
Vector fleld whose rotational component are absent are alway expre sed in terms of 
scalar or potential fields a in equation (2) because of the great implification of treatment 
which en ues.3 When thi sub titution can be made- that is , when the field is irrotational-
it is susceptible to manageable treatment even when the source and inks which produce it 
are quite complex. 
The pre ent study include an investigation of the velocity and pre Sll l'e in a uniform tream 
of perfect Ii uid flowing ymmetrically pa t each of five Rankine strut. The velocity field i 
therefor produced entirely by oUJ'ccs and sink ; hence i irrotational and u 'ceptible to analysis 
1 See the general in troduction, Part I , Reference 10. 
2 Part II was suggested to me by Dr . A. F . Zahm as suitable for a thesis. 
I It should be recalled that there are special Circulatory fields which Bre irrolll tionni and which are therefore e\pressible in terms of scalar He Ids. 
These field are prod llced by line vort iCes which induce circumreremial ,·elocilies in"ersely proportional to the radii. 
., 
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by equ ation (2) , If we assume the ail' to be incompressible: and if we allow for t he trength 
of the sources and sinks enclosed by t he clo ed path of integration, equat ion (2) becomes 
______________________________ (3) 
Equ a tion (3) j invariant to coordiuat fixe If we hoo cylindri al 0 rdinate for tb e 
purposc of dcriving t he basic equation foJ' thi t udy, find if " ' C a um c for V axial ymmetry 
a bout , a nd un iformity a long z , equation (3) bccom e' , 
Cl2<p = ~ ;p (p ~:) = 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (4) 
' in ce on e i concerned wi th rp at fini te distances, equa t ion (4) may be \\'ri tten 
/ )<P = C 
op (5) 
from which cl earl y-
<p = Olnp + .A ___ __ , ____________ _______________________ , _____________ (6) 
In equation (6), Clnp is t h e poten tial du e to a line ource wh o e s tJ' n o-th per uni t length i 
2 7r 0 5 and A i an add ed poten tial of a fl ow \\' jt h no di H'l'gen ce s Llcb a th e potential of a uniform 
uperimposed stream, If this uniform tream h fl the \:elociyy D along x n ormal t the ource 
then A = Dx, becau e a t grea t di tam e ""here t he ye loci ty of th e flow from the source yani he , 
A ati fi e the boundary condit ion , 
Equ ation (6) th en becom es 
rp = Olnp + Ox _________________ _ _ ________ ____ ______ ______ ________ (7) 
E ach t I'm of equ ation (7), being a t wo-dimensional poten tial , lllU t have a conjugate which 
atisfi e t he equ ation 
<p + i f =j (z) 
The conj ugate to lnp is een to be Co upon decom po ing 
<p + if = Cl lI Z= CZn (p eiV ) 
int o it - r eal and imagin ary par ts, and t he conjuga,te to Dx i cl early Dy upon decompo ing, 
<p + iif; = Dz = D (x + iy ), 
\ ccordingly t he v loc i ty poten tia l, <p , and t he t l'eam function , if; , of t he now from a line our e 
along z and of a s llperimpo ed uniform tl'eam normal to z, are o-i \'en by the two equation -
<p = OZnp + D'L ____ - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - () 
f = 0+ Dy ________________ _ - ___________________________ (9 ) 
THE RA KI E HALF STR T 
Prelimin ary Lo t he trea t m en t of th e Rankin c t ru t proper, a tudy of the half trut , whirh 
i p rodu ced by 11 linc urcc normal t o a UllifoJ'Jl1 "t rcam,' will hr macle for two reason; it will be 
useful in ilius tmLing , in t heir simpl e L npp licati o lJ , t he analytics find Lhe graphic \\'hieh will be 
r equ i red ill thc tru t dc \'eloprnen t , and , econdl y , it ha con iderabl e academic in ter t of iL. 
own, 
• The correction to diverge nce d ue l.o ad iaba ti c compression is negligibly small in air flowing past a trut under ordinary fl ight conditions, 
(Rer. .) 
, The strenglh or a line ource per unit length i 2 " PL'p. Yrom equation (5) vp = ~, henw t he Qu rce st rength per un it length is 2 .. C , 
P 
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THEORETICAL TREATMENT 
Let the contour of the half trut, which is the boundary surface between the ouree flow 
and the uniform stream, be abc d, and let the source be at 0, Figure 1. Choo e any point p 
inside, on or outside the boundary urface, an llet PPo be its ordinate. We wish to expre s the 
t l'eam function at p. Since the stream function may be considered phy ically it a flux acro s 
a line, a choice will be made at the outset between the arc pq and the ordinate PPo. Equation 
(9) , of cour e, O'ives the flux acros the arc, and mathematically thi i the better choice. How-
ever, the equipotential diagram of flux aero the ordinate (fig. 7) i more ea ily interpreted 
physically and ha a ymmetry lacking in the diaO'ram of fl ux aero s the arc, due to a difference 
in those part of the diagrams pertaining to the second quadrant of the fieJd. 6 On the other hand 
the ordinate interpretation requires that the haH trength, 7rO, of the source be deducted from 
the tream function, .p, at all point of the field. The deduction is requiTed when () is greater 
than ~ to convert t{; from a flux across the arc to a flux acros the ordinate, and when less than ~ 
to compensate for the additional flux from the ource acro s PPo a compared to that across rro 
(fig . 1) when a uniform stream is 
superimpo ed. 7 Hence the deduc-
tion, 7rO, while a simple constant 
mathematically, is two constant 
physically, each of which should 
be applied to difl'erent quadrants 
of the field, at difl'erent stages in 
the development and for different 
physical reason. 
Since even in the case of 
distributed ources both parts of 
"I ~ Consf. 
~ 
Po 0 q 
y 
k===========~d 
x 
=========== a 
FIGURE 1 
the deduction are quite imple ones to compute, and since it seems best to clarify the interpre-
tation of the diagram, which haye a certain value in them elves, the ordinate interpretation 
will be as umed and the deductions separated. Thi choice has also the important advantage 
of following the procedure of Fuhrmann. 
Having made this choice we may write equation (9) in two part corresponding to the two 
quadrant of the field, 
:= ~ ~~~'~,+:> :< l---------- --------------- ----- ---------(10) 
o 
where a=YF 
The equation of the haH strut, given by letting t{;=0 and y = p sin () in equation CIO), is 
p = a ;~: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (11) 
From equation (11 ), the bow, b, i at :7'0 = - a. (Fig. l.) Going aft, the boundary surface 
intercepts the y axi at Yo = ±~a and approaches asymptotically the two planes y = ± 7ra 
Since the parameter a i clearly a measure of the dimensions of the half strut, a series of values 
of a will give a serie of similar contour with the source line as their common focus. 
, When the arc has second quadrant magnitude, 9 for the arc diagram becomes - (".-9) for the ordinate diagram, the minus sign indicating a 
right LO left flux across the ord inate. 
'Since bNh rT' and bcp' (fig. I) are streamlines, no fluid crosses either and tbe flu x across TT, is equal to that across pp' or to that across PP. 
decreased by ... C, the huH strength of the source. 
'Considered mathematically, eq uation (10) is simply equation (9) with the constant potential- " C add ed in order that the hody may have 
the eq uation "'= 0 and then written in two forms so that only acute angles enter, which a ,'oids amhiguity in the sign of the trigoDometric functioDs. 
67191- 29 2 
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Upon partial differentiation, equation (10) gives, at each point of the field, the component 
velocities 
whose re uHant squared is, 
V2 = ~: ( 1 + 2~) + U2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (12 ) 
If one defines Pn as the full impact pressure of the stream and p a the super tream pre ure, 
or as the pressure above or below that of the di tant stream, then, for steady flow, 
J2.= _(V\2 pn 1 U.) ------------- ------- ------------------------------------- (13) 
or 
:n = - e: + 2; co 8)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (14) 
The curve of pres ure P vel' us the distance x aft the bow, plotted from equation (14) In 
])n 
Figure 5, how that the pre ur is a maximum at the no e, a u ua1, where it equal the full 
impact pressure of the uniform tream. Going aft, the pre sure decreases rather harply, passes 
through its zero value at x=% and l'Oftches a negative maximum from which it gradually 
sub ides asymptotically to zero. 
At any uriace element of the half ~ trut , the pI' 
unit length, whose integral over any zone or strip 
(Ref. 2.) If D is the zonal drag per unit length, 
ure exert on th strut a drag, pdy pel' 
of the urface i the zonal pres ural drag. 
D = 2 r~ dy, Jill 
01' D=-2apni :i2(a + 2P co 8) (p cos 8 d8+sin 8 d p) _________ ____ ___ ______ ~_ (15) 
8, 
After substituting for p its value a -n:-~, and carrying through the integration,g equation (15) 
SIn u 
reduces to the simple form, 
D=2a p" :::1:: _____ .________________________ (16) 
One observes from equation (16) that D=O, as it hould, when the limits of 8 are 0 and To, that is 
when the integration extends over the whole uriace of the half trut. Going aft from the bow 
a 
the zonal drag sharply increases from zero to its maximum value at x ='2' where the pressme 
is zero, and thereafter vanishes asymptotically. 
'The step-by-step operations in this and subsequent integrations in this stndy are omitted. While (or the most part the integrations are: 
straightlorward, they are nevertheless tediously long and distracting. 'l'hey have been omitted everywhere, there(ore, (or uoi(ormity and brevity, 
even though a certain amount o( mathematical continuity is sacrificed. 
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Surfaces of con tant speed or preSSUl'e in the field about the half strut are found by solvino-
equation (12) when a series of values i assigned to V. If one lets V = KD equation (12) 
becomes, 
from which, 
2 a2 t 2ap cos 0 
P = ][2 - 1 K 2- 1 ---------- ( 17) 
If 
equation (17) take the form 
which one recognizes a the equation of a family of circles whose centers are at points (e, 0) 
and wl,lOse radii are the values assigned to r. The radii of the circles and the abscissas of their 
centers are simply 
:~:~ 1) -------------------- ------------------- -- ------- -- (1) 
It is interesting to note that the circle of infinite radiu -that is the ' traight line~is the one 
for which K = 1, or for which V i the peed of the ,di tant tream. Thi line cros e the bow 
at x=% where the surfa e pre ure i zero. The circles of constant speed or pressure are drawn 
from equations (l ) in the upper half of Fi.gure U. 
GRAPH! AL TREATME T 
Due to its simplicity, the whole treatment of the half stru t has been carried through analyti-
cally. When one passes to the more complex distributions of ource and sinks, however, the 
analytical treatment becomes unmanageable, and graphical method must be re orted to. For 
the e more complicated ca es the analytics can be carried withou t serious difficulty through 
the determination of the potential at any point of the flow field, but uddenly becomes unman-
ageable when the equation of the equipotential urfaces is required. Beginning therefore with 
the graphical determination of the streamline, one of which is the stru t mface, the determi-
nation of the velocity and pre me in such ca e must be essentially graphical. In order to 
illustrate the method, it will be useful, to carry the simple case of the half strut through the 
first stages of the graphical treatment. 
Beginning with equations (10), values of 
~' _I IW (; = - (71"-0) = tan ~ -71", x<O _____ ______ __ ________ _______ ___ __ ____ (19) 
~ I 1 
(; =0 = tan - ~, x>O 
are computed for various values of x and y, as listed in Table I and plotted in Figme 7. For a 
series of values of x one reads from this figme the values of ~b corresponding to the values of y 
chosen, and deducts from each value of~b the half strength of the SOUl'ce divided by 0 when x 
10 Tbe subscript, 1, indicates a source as di tinguisbed from tbe subscript, 2, indicating a sink. The primes indicate that the stream function 
coefficients,~, have been reduced by the amount of tbe source-sink strengtb (divided by C) lying to tbe right, according to the first of equations 
(10), but not yet by the amount lying to the left, required by the second equation. When the latter deduction is made, the primes are omitted. 
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is positive, according to the second of equations (10). These values of ~, with reversed sign, 
are then plotted against y giving curves of constant x, Figure 16. 
Figme 16 i used to give two ets of treamlines, those of the source flow, in general it will 
be a source-to-sink flow, fir t alone, then combined with the uniform stream. The first arc given 
by reading the value of y at which the x curves cross a given ~ horizontal. In the case of tho 
line source these treamlines are simply radii. The second are obtained by reading the value of 
y at which the x curves cro s each of a serie of straight parallel lines. 
B = g y + n l:l. ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (20) 
drawn across the figure as shown. The inter ections of the x curve with the line through the 
origin-that is, with the line whose n in equation (20) is zero-are clearly olutions of equation 
(10) when if; is zero. These intersection therefore determine the coordinates of points on the 
p p' , 
" 
y 
~~-P~---------------------+f 
boundary curve if; = 0 , 
which i the urface of 
the half trut. imilarly 
the inter ections with the 
~--------------------------d " line n = ± l, ± 2, ± 3, 
e ___ -:;:;---" etc., are the coordinates 
_______ ---;+~-.-:::.--"~------------- x of succe ive streamlines 
0 ' (fig. 6) evenly graded from 
a 
FIGU R E 2 
the boundary curve, out-
wardly when n is ( + ) and 
inwardly when n is ( - ). 
The diagram, given in Figure 16, which is the key to the whole graphical olution, was devi ed 
and first used by Taylor. (Ref. 3.) 
One defect of the diagram, ju t de cribed is its failure to gi e the bow and stern point of 
the strut. The c mu t be obtained by auxiliary use of the velocity potential cp. From equa-
tion (8)-
OCP=V =Q+ u 
Ox '" x 
since p=X when y = O. But at the bow or stern Vx=O, giving 
U 1 
0= -;- -- --- - - - --- - - - - - ------------------ -- -------------- --------- - (21) 
as the relation between the bow or stern position and the value of g. The hyperbola (21), IS 
plotted in Figure 7. 
The two sets of streamlines, those of the ouree flow, or in general tho e of the source-to-
sink flow, fu'st alone, then combined with the uniform tream, are drawn as in Figures 22 to 26. 
Let op Figure 2, be a typical streamline of the fir t set and ej a typical one of the second. At 
their intersection, q, which may be any point in the flow field, on, inside or outside the boundary 
surface abd, tangents to the streamlines can be drawn. These tangents, being co planer with the 
direction of the uniform stream form two side of a velocity triangle, qrs, whose third side i the 
constant horizontal velocity U. Three direction and one ide being known, the resultant 
velocity V can be found. 
A good graphical method for oIving a set of the e triangle at a number of qs along a "tream-
line is the one used by Fuhrmann. At all the q point on a criven treamline one draw on one 
of two sh et of tran parent paper laid, for example, over Figure 22, the tangent to on et of 
streamlines, ay the ej et, and on the other Lhe tangent to the otber et of streamlines, 0]) . The 
two transparent sheets are then snperimpo cd, one on the other, and eli placed, relative to each 
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other, a distance U along x, so that the op set are in po ition o'p' in Figure 2. The di tances 
qs = V are then read in succession imply by a cale, giving the resultant velocity along the stream-
line in terms of the uniform stream speed U. 
Finally knowing the velocity, the pres ure for steady flow is given everywhere by equation 
(13). The pressures on the half-strut surface determined in this way agree with those given by 
equation (14). 
FIVE RANKINE STRUTS 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
In order to derive a series of Rankine struts whose shapes resemble the shape of struts u ed 
in aircraft, one need a variety of distributed sources and sink, particularly the latter. Follow-
ing the treatment of the line source, the formulas for the stream function coefficient, 
y,,/;, and for the velocity potential coefficient, a' will therefore be found for surface source 
having three types of strength distribution, the uniform, the linear, and the parabolic. 
The three distributed types of sources req'uire treatments which are sufficiently similar to 
Justify developing all three together. Accordingly the equation in the following developmen t 
will appear in triplets, the fir t of which i alway for the uniformly di Lributed ource, the ec-
ond for the linearly eli tributed one, and Lhe third for the parabolic. They will be distingui hed 
in the development by the ubscripts a, b, and c respectively, added to Lhe equation numbers. 
Consider a trip of width, l, cut from 
an infinite plane and be et uniformly with 
line sources running lengthwise. If the 
elementary line sources are equal in 
strength the strip is a uniformly distrib-
uted source; if they have strengths propor- u 
y 
p 
tional to their distance from one edg of -=---~ 
)<--~..,.L---;'f!./ 
the strip, the source is a linearly distrib- / 
u ted one, and if their strengths arc pro- / 
portional to the square of this di tance, __ _ _ _ J 
the source is parabolically distributedY Sink 
Let the total trength of the trip source F Wt: Rr: 3 
be 271'0 per unit length along z. Then, clearly, an elementary trip , d~ (fig. 3) has the 
1 2 0 d~ 2 0 2~d~ d 0 3ed~ d' h d' 'b' . 'f l' trengt lS, 71' -Z' 71' p' an 271' r' accor mg ate 1 tn utlOn IS UUl orm, meal' 01' 
parabolic. 
By equation ( ) the e elements at a di tance ~ from the z axis, add to the velocity potential 
cP I at the point P, the values, 
2 -
= l2 Znp~d~, 
=~ lnped~ Z3 , 
u bstituting the value of p and writing in integral form, these eq uatioll become 
J
'/ ~ =;Z 0 Zn [(x - 0 2 + y2] d~ __ __ _______________________ - ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - (22a) 
= 2~2 .fzn [(x - ~)2 + y2] ~d~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (22b) 
= 2~3 .fzn [(x - ~)2 + y2] ed~ ___ ~ ____________________________ , ________ - (22c) 
II Fuhrmann, Reference 1, nsed onl y the uniform and linear strength distribution. 
/ 
. , 
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Values of 7J will be requiTed only for the determination of the bow and tern points of th bound-
ary surfaces for which y = O. Letting y = O in equations (22), and integrating, one obtain / 2 
'0 =y f(l -x) In (x- l) +x lm- ll _ - -- - - - - - -- - - - _________ ---- - _________ __ (23a) 
=~ [ (l2 - X2) In (x- l ) +x2 lnx - Zx - ~J - ________________ __ ____________ (23b) 
=~ [ (l3- X3) In (x- l ) +x3lnx-lx2_ l; -iJ---____ --- -- ---- __ -- -- --- (23c) 
If equation ( ) is differentiated partial] with respect to x, we obLain the equaLion for Lhe 
bow point, 
Vx = ~x (7;) = ~x (B) + g= 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (24) 
Differentiating equations (23) partially with respect to x and u b titutincr in equation (24) one 
obtains, 
g=t (zn x~ l)- ___ ___ _____ __ __ ___ ____________________ ___ _____ __ ___ _ (25a) 
=~ (xln x~l + l ) ----- -------------------- ---------- -------------- (25b) 
= ~ ( x2 ln x;; l +xl + ~) ------------------------------------- _____ (250) 
These arc the relations between Lhe vaJ ue of g and Lhe absci as of the bow point, con e ' pond-
ing to equation (21) for the line so urce. The graphs of equation (25a), (25 b), and (25c) are 
found in Figure 8, 9, and 10, respectively. 
By equation (9) the elementary t rip , d~, Figure 3, like wi e adds to Lhe stream function 
l/li', at the point P the values, 
dif;I' =1:. (tan -I L -n7r) d~ o l x-~ , 
=~ (tan -1 x~~ -n7r) ~d~, 
=~ (tan - I --.lL.. -n7r) ed~ l3 x-~ , 
where n = l if x<O and n= O if x>O. The whole stream function at P due to the so urce IS 
therefore, 
if;C; =t J>an -[ x~~ d~-L------------------------ - ------------------- (26a) 
=~ i tan -I x~~ ~d~- M __________________________________ .-------- (26b ) 
=~ .(\an -I x~~ ed~- N ____ ______________ . _____________ . __________ (26c) 
12 Tbe integrated forms of equations (22a) and (22b), wben 11 is retained, are If-i-H· (I-x) In [(X-Il'+U'1+t 1n (x'+U')- I-U ( tan -IX;I_tau -I "i) } _______ ___ ___________________________________________ (23'a) 
=it; {[(x-Il'+u'lln [(x- I)2+u'l-[(x-ll'+II'l-(x'+u') In (x'+U')+(X'+lI') }+¥ I-L _______ _____________________________________ (23'h) 
where JI-If for the uniform source gh'en in equation (Zi'a). 
The values chosen for 11 were, for all, +1 , +2, +3, +4, +5, +6, + , +10, +12, +14. ']"he values eh en for x were in equation (28a), +5, +7, 
+9, +10, +11, + 13, +16, +20, +25, +30, +35, +40, +50; in equation (28b), for 1=5, -40, -35, -30, -25, -20, -16, -13, -10, -7, -5, -2,0, +2, 
+4, +5, +6, + , +1J, +13, +16, +20, +25, +30, +35, +40, +50; for 1=20, -40, -35. -30, -25, -20, -16, -13, -10, -3, -5, -2,0, + 2, +5, +7, 
+ 10, +13, + 16, +18, +20, +22, +25, +30, +35, +40, +50; in equation (28c), -40, -35, -30, -25, -20, -16, -13, -10, -7, -5, -2,0, +3, +5, +7, 
+9, +10, +11, + 13, + 16, +20, +25, +30, +35, +40, +50. 
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where, 
L =7r (l -f)-- ------------------------------- ---------- --- ------ -- (27a) 
M = 7r ( 1 - ~) __ ___________________________________________ - - __ - - - - -., (27b) 
N = 7r (1 -~) ______ _____________________ ___ _________ __ __________ __ -- (27c) 
is the amount of the source haH strength downstream, or to the right of ~. 
Equations (26) integrate to the equations, 
1/;1' 1 [ -I Y -I Y Y X2+y2 ] O=z x tan :;-(x-l) tan x-l +2 In (X-'l) 2+y2 -L ________________ (28a) 
;/;' 1 [ Y Y X2 +'ll ] ' 0='[2 (X2_y2) tan -1:;- (X2_ y2_l2 ) tan -Ix_ l - ly+xyln (X-zi+ y2 - M __ (28b) 
1/;1' =1:. [ 3X2I1-3xI2- (X-l)3 tan -1 -.1L +X3 tan -1 'lL_'!!l (l-2x) a ZS x-l x 2 
-~3 In (x :2l~2 ~ y2J - N _____________________ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (2 c) 
where II is the bracket term in equation (2 a) and 12 is the bracket term in equation (28b), 
Values of if/(; have been computed from equations (28) for 10 value of y, for each of 13 values of 
x, in the case of the symmetrical distribution, (28a), and for each of 26 values of x in the case of 
(2 b) and (28c), and all for l = 10, in (2 a) and (2 c) andl = 5 andl = 20 in (2 b),12 The values 
of the stream function coefficients, 1/;b' for thc thrce distributed sources arc given in Table II, 
III, and IV and plottcd in Figures 8, 9, and 10. 
Thc corre poneling sink strips produce potential coefficients of like magnitude bu t of opposite 
sign. One has therefore only to change the ign of a from positive to negati\'e in equations (Hl ) 
to (2 ) and in the corresponding figures to obtain the stream function coefficients and the 
values of g for the foul' types of distributions when used as sink. The tream function coem-
. f 'I' d d if/z' Clent 0 a sm \: IS enote a' 
The combined coefficient of a source and sink, when both are equal in strength, is clearly 
1/;/ ~ 1/;2' which one obtains for any point in the flow field by simply adding the two stream function 
coefficients produ ed there by the two independent 1lows. By carefully adding coefficients 
taken from Figure 7 to 10 in a routine way, Figures 11 to 15 have been con tructed, giving the 
stream function coefficients and the values of g for the five ource-sin k com lJi.nations represented 
diagramatically in Figure 4. 
The five combinations contain two eries of three each , one series has a common source 
combined with three type of sink, the other has a common ink combined with three types 
of sources. Combinations I, II, III make up the first series, II, IV, V the econd. It will be 
observed that no combinations are used giving vanishing source or sink strengths at the com-
bined trip edges, such as would result, for example, by rotating the sink in combination III 
through an angle 7r about z at its mid-length. The edge of vanishing strength in uch a combi-
nation produces a cusp at the bow or stern of the boundary surface. The surface then departs 
too far from form of high merit to justify its study. Thi contra ts with the three dimensional 
case in which source-sink combinations having vanishing trengths at the end produce boundary 
surfaces of revolution free of eu ps and of good airship form. (Ref. l. ) 
ee footnote on page 14. 
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Equations (2 ) and their corresponding diagrams, Figures ,9, and 10, as well a the fiye 
combination diagrams, Figures 11 to 14, give the stream function coefficients corrected only 
for that part of the source-sink strength lying downstream. The phy ical interpretation of 
these diagram is clear. 
Upon uperimposing a uniform fi.eld on these source- ink field the econel dedu tion mu L 
be made. The amount of the source-sink trength up tream (divided by 0), must be deducted 
f h I f 1/;1' + 1/;2' .. 1 f 1/;1 + 1/;2, I' d' .. 1 . () rom eac va li e 0 --0 - glvrngva ues 0 - -0- as exp arne III connectiOn Wltl equatiOn 10. 
These deduction, however, are very simple ones to make. If the ordinate to the point in Lh(' 
field, where the value of 1/;1 ~1/;2 is de ired, tand on the ource kip, Lhe deduction may be 
read from graph of equations (27). If the ordinate tands on the ink trip, one uses the relation 
that the strength up tream i the same a that down tream, with reversed sign, and obtains the 
deduction by reading the values as before from graphs of equation (27) but rever ing the ign. 
After applying the e deduction one obtains the same values of h ~ 1/;2 as would have been 
obtained had equation (9) been used and no deductions made. From this point on, the develop-
ments proceeding from equation (9) and (10) are the same. 
One next plot against y, the values of 1/;1 ~ 1/;2, just obtained, giving a family of CUlTes of 
constant x, for each of the five combinations. The diagrams 0 obtained are shown in Figures 
17 to 21 and correspond to Figure 16 for the half strut, who e u e has already been explained. 
In each diagram, the straight line, 
:f. = U o oy---- --- ---- ----- -- ------------- ~---------------- ---- -----. (29) 
through the origin, is so sloped as to inter ect the uppermo t x cune at a valuc of y which is the 
desired half-thickne s of the strut. To obtain the strut half thickne s, the width and fincne s 
ratio 1J must be known. The width is known approximately from the total trip width of the 
source-sink combination. The finenes ratio was made approximately 3.5 which i common in 
practice.i4 Having obtained the lope, one draw across Figure 17 to 21 a serie of parallels 
~= gy + nt,.~ graded from the line ~= gy by integral multiple of t,.~, just a wa done in Figure 
16 for the half strut. 
Following the treatment of the half strut, the horizontals in Figures 17 to 21 givc yalues 
of x, y which enable one to draw point by point t he so urce-to- ink treamline, 1/;1 ~ 1/;2 = con t. 
The e are drawn in th upper half. of Figurc 22 to 26. imilarly, the sloping parallel gl\'C 
values of x, y from which one draws the 1'e ultant flow treamline ~= con t., one being the tru t 
form itself. These latter are drawn in the lower half of the figures. The values of x, y giving the 
strut surface and including the bow and tern point obtained from the g curves of Figure 11 
to 15 are given in Table V for each of the five trut . 
"The fineness ratio is the ratio or the strut width and ma,imum thickness . 
" rr one changes the lope or the line by assigning a eries or values to.g equation (29), a seri or struts or varying fineness ralio is obtained. 
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FIGURE 7.-'f diagram for the line source 
'1i 
c 
u 
C 
FIGURE . '6 diagram for the surface source of uniform intensity 
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FIGVRE 9.-~ diagram for the surface source of linearly increasing intensity 
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Having constructed Figures 22 Lo 26 , one obtains the velocity, and from the velocity the 
pressure along any streamline by the method explained in the treatment of the half strut. The 
velocity and pressme found at the surface of thefi,'e truts are li ted in Tables \,1 to X. Finally 
F IGURE 1O.- f, diagram for the surface source of purauolieall y in<:reasing intensity 
the pressures are plotted against strut width in Figures 27 to 31 and again t strut half-thickne s 
for integration in Figures 32 to 36. 
The theoretical resistance of each strut in in vi cid air is the integrated pres ural drag which 
is proportional to the difference between the areas a, b, g, e, j, and g, c, g of the theoretical pre'. -
F IGCRE ll.-"" 'b'{/! diagram for the sourc'e-sink ('om hinatiCJIl X o. I , F i~ure I 
sure curves in Figure 32 to 36. ince the theoretical resi tance hould bc nothing, the area 
should be equal. When the two areas for each trut am integrated they arc found to be eq ual 
within the preci ion of the development. Th magnitude of the fom component of pre sure 
~o REPORT XATIOXAL ,\DVI ORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO 'A TICS 
,/,/+'fi 
C' 
U 
C 
FlCiL'HE 1 Z._I/t/ltl/t
l
') dingrum for the sOll rce·si llk comhinat ion :-':0. 11 , It'igurc 1 
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U 
C 
FHa·HE 1:3 . I/t/lt~/1':dingrnm for thpsoll1"("c·sink ('nmhinnlinn Xo. 111 , Figure I 
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drag along tream, ,,-hich arc the up tream and down tream push and sllction, are giyon for both 
theory and experiment in Table XII.IS Thr ckterlllination of the pre me eli trihution oyer tho 
sw-face of the ETO struts completes the Lhrorcticui part of the study. 
"'I--M7t~~* 
FIGl'IlE 14._ 4116:'V' diagram for Ihe source-sink comhin"lion .':0. IV. Figure I 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 10 
In ordor to comparc the theoretical surface speeds and pressures with the actual ones in 
tho case of air, model of tho ([,-c thcon'tical strut '\-NC made ancl cach suhjt'dcc1 to ]"(' istanc(' 
and pre suro eli trihution ic is in a \\-incl tUDl)(,1. Along with thes(' fin', three empirical Lruts 
l'lCil' HE 1:3. t/I'I~1/I' 'l ding:nllll ror lha source-sink eomhinntinn -:\0. , ', Figuro 4 
of high repute wcr(' made, Olle British , one German, ancl one .\mcrieun , and their resistaneos 
ddennined for eomparison. The remaining parL of the stucl~' will be dovoted to a description 
of the models and to an analysis of the experimental rc. ults. 
I) The method U~ Ii in Tahle XII of analyzing into it s I'al'iolls components Ilw resislRnce of fl ho<lr moving through a fluid is due to Zahm. 
(Hcf. 2.) 
I~ See opening paragraph under fll~\.pprimentnl investigation of e. 8. Xavy :'\0. 2 ~trut," Part L (Ref .10.) 
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FIGURE w.-t) diagram for tbe line source 
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FIGURE li.-"""%/' diagram for the source-sink combination 1\"0. I , Figure 4 
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32,------,------,------.------,-------.------.------,------. 
"d 
FIGUHE 18.-""t"" diagram for the source-sink combination No. II, Figure 4 
lZr------,------.-------r------.-------.------,-------r------r----~ 
ill 
6 
FIGURE 19. w,t"" diagram for the source-sink combination Ko . III, Figure 4 
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11 
FIGURE 2O.-""t'''' diagram for lhe source·sink combination No. IV, Figure 1 
y 
FIGURE 21. ""~",, diagram for lhe source·sink combination Xo. Y, Figure 4 
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APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
The ",lid tunnel used for the e experiment was the United tates avy elo ed-circuit 
Lunnel in Wa hington, "which is equipped for rorce and moment mea u]' ment with Zahm's 
6-component balance de cribed in Reference 4. The test ection of thi tunnel is normally 
eight feet square and when so arranged the tunnel is capable of maintaining airspeeds well 
FIGURE n.-Strut No. T, with source-to-sink and resultant streamlines 
above 50 Hules per hour whose mean value are controllable within one-half of 1 per cent. The 
balance is capable of mea uring an ail' force 01' moment of a thousandth of a pound or pound-
inch. The manometer from which the urlace pressures were read was a '3ingle straight gla s 
tube inclined approximately 1 to 10 and connected to an alcohol ci tern . Its readings in vel tical 
~-., 
= 
FIGURE 23.-Strut No. II, with source-to-sink and resultant streamlines 
inche of ,vater were cm'dully obtained by calibrating it again t a water gauge capable of 
indicating pressure malleI' than a thousandth inch of water. 
The total resi tance of each strut was obtained by attachino- it to the 5-component balance 
which weighed its drag directly. The attaching holder was a thin 2-prong member who e 
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5-inch streamline prongs entered the strut at midspan as illustrated in Figure 37. Large 
separately supported end plate shielded the trut ends in both the resi timce and the surface 
pressure tests as shown in Figures 37 and 38. The e plates had the effect of making the trui a 
segment of a strut infinitely long and therefore of making the experimental conditions two 
F!GURE 24. ·fHrut Xo. Ill, wilh source-la-sink and resnltant streamlines 
dimensional. 0 correction to the measured resistance was required, lue to the pre ure 
gradient along the tunnel, since the gradient i zero at the test ection. 
The pressure at each surface point wa mea ured relative to the bow pressure by connecting 
the two differentially across the single-tube manometerY The air peed of the general air 
V, +1fz_, c . 
t-··-----
--' 
- - ==:::::::::::== 
--- ~-~ 
-- - ---- - -
-~~ 
--=-::-- -
-
-
FIGURE 2S.-Strnt TO. IV, with sonrce·to·sink and resultant streamlines 
stream was obtained by connecting the bow pressure and the tatic pre sure of the di tant air 
stream differentially across the speed indicating manometer. The tatic pre ure of the trean"l 
was collected from the lateral perforations of a standard pitot- tatic tube placed sufficiently far 
abrea t the bow of the strut to escape appreciable interference. 
11 When the forward rest point is known it furnishes a convenient and accurate reference for pressure elsewhere on the surface, since the pressure 
there is always ,p V'. 
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FIGURE 26.-Stru t No. V, with source·to-sink and resultant streamlines 
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FIGURE 28.- Experimentnl and theoretical point pressure, pip" over surface of strut No. II 
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FIGURE 30.- ExperimentaJ and theoretical point pressure, pip., over smface of strut TO. IV 
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FIOURE 31.- Experimental and theoretical point pressure. pip., over sllrface of strut No. V 
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MODELS 
The eight, trut models were constructed of laminated wood and finished alike to a high 
poli h. tl'lIt N umber I of the theoretical eries of five was made of mahogany, the other four 
were of ch()]'ry at the bow and white pine at the tern. The three empirical trut were of white 
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FIG UIt>: 36.-I>xperilllental and theoretical point pressure versns strut half thickness for strut No. V 
pine only. The latter are de ignaLcd R. & 11. 1 3, being the Briti h trut fu· t given in R. & M. 
I 3, but hcre changed from finene -ratio 4 to 3.5 (ref. 7). Jumber 53 being the be t German 
trut rcported in Refcrencc 5, and avy Number 2 the be t strut w hi h has so far been developed 
FIGURE 37 
in America. (Refs. 2 and IO. ) 
All eight were 60 by IO}~ by 
3 inche s with section con-
forming to accurate metal 
template made from the 
ordinates in T able V. Final 
mea mement of the tr u t 
agreed with the pecified or-
dinates every where well 
within 0.02 inch, the average 
e1'1'or of co urse being much 
Ie . 
At an early tag in the 
construction of the five theo-
retical strut small opper 
tub ewe r e inlaid running 
neal' the urface from one end of the trut to its mid ection, where they b ent harply and emerg d 
at the mface point where pre me were to be mea med. The nd of the tubes were then 
fini hed with the wood, and finally in the fini hed trut pre ented a row of pre ure collector 1 
millimeter in diameter, accurately located and quite mooth. Care wa taken to remove all 
1'0 Llghne from thc inner edge of the collecLor. The location of the collector i given in_Table 
VI to X. Figures 37 and 3 , which are phoLograph of trut umber V, illustrate the trut 
in finished form. 
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RES LT 
Table XI gives the results of the resistance te ts in tluee froms- the re i tance in pounds, 
the re istance coefficient based on frontal ar a, and the drag-strength ratio ba ed on octional 
moment of inertia. The two latter forms indicato merit of two kind ; the coofficient, OD i 11 
measure of merit of a tl'ut form whon it thiclme i the major considoration; that i , when it is 
u ed as a fairing for round tubing or cable; tho rati DIJ i a measure of merit when the strut is 
u ed in the u ual way a a compression memb l' of ufficient length to be u ceptiblo to lateral fail-
ure a a column. Referring to Table Xla and Figure 39, Strut umber I has the groate t merit 
of the five a a fairing, but is poore t a a strut. Likowiso trut umbC'r V ha the greatest morit 
a a strut, but i only second best a a fau·ing. Furthermore, Tablo Xlb and Figlu'o 40 show that 
theoretical trut umber V and the Navy Number 2 have about equal merit oither a fairulgs 
or as truts and that umber 53 and R. & M. 1 3 follow in order of merit, the one having 3 pel' 
cent the other 12 per cent greater DIJ than Numbor V or Javy Numher 2 at R. .12 X 104 • 
The re. ults of tho pre me-di tribution te t on thonvo theoreticfl.l sku ts fl.re given in Tables 
VI to X in foul' form : Fu' t, tho point pro ure refelTC'd to tho bow prC' sllro as zero are given a 
read in inches of alcohol along 
the inclined manomoter tube; 
econd, the pre ures given in 
the fir t form are converted to 
vertical inchos of water; thu'd, 
tho e in the econd form are 
referred to the bow pre sure a 
~p P; finally, tho 0 in the thu'd 
form are referred to the bow 
pre sure as unity. The pres-
ure in tho third form aro 
plot.ted along with the theo-
retical pre ur '3 against tho 
strut half-tbickne s, y, in Fig-
ure 32 to 36 for use Ul inte-
grating graphically for the 
IoUl' elements of pro ure drag. 
The elements of pressure drag 
are listed in Table XII for 
both theory and experimont. FIGURE 38 
The values given show how small a 1'e iduo tho pre sural drag i. of the total upstream 
and the total down tream pressural forces acting and indicate the difficulty of uch analyses. 
The table indicates that the whole drag contains from 40 to 50 pOI' cent pnssural and from 60 to 
50 per cent frictional drag, when the air speed is 40 mile per hour. 
The pre sure coefficient, given in the fourth form in Table X, aro plotted along with the 
theoretical pre mo coefficient again t the di tance aft the bow in Figures 27 to 31 and show 
graphically the agreement between theory and experiInent. In every ca 0 the experimental 
pressures were a little Ie than the theoretical over the uotion range and rather uniformly 0 
except near the stern, where the di crepancy increa ed and agreement became rather bad. As 
u ual the pres me agreed noar the bow and di agreed widely at the torn whoro the mea ured 
pressure is only one-fourth or one-fifth the theoretical value. For each trut the maximum suction 
occulTed at the arne po ition on the urface in both theory and experiment and moved aft and 
decreased in magnitude as the average trut ordinate shifted from trut to trut toward the stern. 
o eLUSION 
Comparing Fuhrmann' re nlts (ref. 1) with the re ult of thi tudy, one find the agree-
ment between the theoretical and experimental pre ures over the urJace of low-l'e i tance 
shapes rather better in three dimensional flow than in two. The consi tent and uniform dCll-
34 
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ciency of the experimental suctions found for struts does not appear in the case of Fuhrmann's 
airships, for which the experimental pressure were sometimes above, sometimes below, their 
theoretical valu s. While the experimental pressures at the tern agree with theory better in 
the ca e of trut than in the case of airship, the defect may be les serious for airships, from 
the standpoint of pre sural drag, because of the relatively smaller surface area affected. Al 0 
[01' airships the maximum suction by experiment came at a surface position aft that hy theory, 
while for struts the two po itions are found to coincide. In case of either air hips or struts 
the functional character of the pre lire di tribution is strikingly similar in theo ry and cxpMi-
ment and leave no doubt concerning the validity of the Rankine method. 
From the tandpoint of practical merit, trut Number I eems to excel as an air fairing. 
For column use in aircraft, trut umbel' V i equally a good as the Navy umber 2 which 
is the best empirical air strut 0 far developed. These two are found by comparative test to 
be followed closely in merit by the German umber 53 and to be con iderably better than the 
British R. & M. 1 3, the relative order of resistances being 100, 103, and 112, respectively, at 
12 X 104 R.N. 
It may be well to point o~t that the e strut tudies leave the air trut in a rather unique 
po ition compared to the airship. In contra ting their aerodynamic status, one finds that no 
theoretical airship form of high merit has been found, while a theoretical strut has been found 
whose merit equal that of the be t empirical strut. One finds further that the theoretical 
flow is known about no air hip of good form, excepting the approximate flow about a rigid air-
hip form found by v. Karman (ref. 9), while the theoretical flows about the two best struts 
fire now known and about one of these by two wholly independent methods. 
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TABLE IlI.- STEAM F T TION COEFFI CIENT , ~' , FOR A (RFA E OURCE WHOSE 
STRENGTH I KC R EA. E' LI NEARLY ALO G THE \NI DTR FROM E Q ATIO (2 b)-Con . 
1= 20 
1--1 - -----
L 10 12 14 
-40 -0.019 - 0. 0747 -0.0948 -0.1497 - 0.1867 -0.2209 -0. 2591 
-35 - . 0;210 -.0856 -.1051 -.1654 - . 2055 -.2443 -.2844 
-30 -.0233 -.0909 -. 1165 -. 1835 -.2294 -.2691 -.31 1 
-25 -.0267 -. 1055 -. 1315 -.2141 -. 2588 -.3076 -.3556 
-20 -. <1307 -. 1231 -. 1520 - . 2404 -.2961 -.3519 -.4042 
-16 - . 03.51 - .1395 - . 1731 -.2732 -.3365 -. 4251 -.4544 
-13 -.0394 - . 1562 - . 1981 -. 2505 -.3701 -.4375 -. 5001 
-10 I -.04,51 -. 1780 -.2209 -.3436 -.4194 -.4899 -.5552 
-7 -.(j~29 -.2065 -. 2562 -.3941 -.4772 -.5529 -.6219 
-5 -.0597 - .2327 -.2871 -.4363 -.5245 -.6036 -.6744 
-2 -. 07.~7 - . 2857 -.3512 -.51 - . 6133 -.6952 -.7672 
0 -.6M2 - . 3425 -.4122 -.5901 -.669 - . 7696 -.8403 
+ 2 -.1[46 -.3894 -. 4635 -.6468 -. 7431 - 240 -.8916 
+ 4 - . 1199 -.4024 -.4759 -.6514 -.7400 -.8114 - .8700 
+5 -.1141 -.3791 -. 4458 -. 5911 -.6796 -. 7406 -.7898 
+ 6 -.0,ll24 -.2950 -.3435 -.4756 - . 5000 -.5377 -.5674 
+8 -.0522 - . 1444 -.1619 -.1748 - . 1791 -.2109 -.2177 
+ J1 +0426 +1009 +1269 +119 +2165 + 2433 +.2726 
+ 13 +.1013 +.3494 + 4080 +5336 +5974 +6514 +6812 
+ 16 +3035 +.6960 - . 7860 +9633 + 1. 0451 + 1.1087 + 1.1596 
+20 + 1602 +5304 I +6241 +8180 +9136 +.99 1 +1. 0504 
+25 + 1008 +3763 +. 4543 +6573 + 7519 + 363 +9065 
+30 + 0647 +2522 +3430 + 4718 +5643 +6424 + 7207 
+35 + gf + 1901 +2369 +3666 +. 4462 
+5230 +5879 
+40 + 7 + 1482 +196 +2985 +3421 +4308 +4939 
+50 +0277 + 1116 + 1361 +2170 +2709 +.3208 +3681 \; 
_1-
> 
T AI3LE IV.- 'TREA M FUNCTION COEFFICIE NTS, ~' , FOR A t; RFACE OURCE WHOSE 
STRENGTH I NCR E ASES PAR ABOLI CALLY ALONG THE WIDTH , F R OM E Q AT ION (28c) 
1= 10 
X 
6 10 12 14 
-40 -0.020 -0.060 -0.080 -0. 101 -0.121 -0.162 -0.205 -0.288 
-35 - . 021 -.066 -.092 -.1 1 - .142 -. 190 -.239 -.320 
- 30 -.024 -. 080 -. Jl2 -. 13 -. 160 -. 21 -.268 -.356 
- 25 -. 030 -.095 -. 132 -. 158 -. 188 - . 252 - . 310 -. 407 
-20 -. 037 - . Il S - .155 - . 187 - . 221 -.292 
-'if> -.475 
-16 -. 046 -.140 -.10 -. 218 -.255 -.337 . 3 -.540 
- 13 -.052 - .150 -. 200 - .245 -.288 -.386 -. 46 -.602 
-10 -.060 -. 1ii -.230 -.279 - .327 -.436 - .336 -.6(9 
-7 -. 070 - . 211 - . 272 -.333 -.392 -. 505 -. 022 -.769 
-5 -. 083 - . 238 - . 3ll -.379 - . 449 -.568 -.690 - 44 
-2 -. 111 -.316 -.404 -. 479 -.566 - .702 -.817 -.976 
0 - . 150 - . 408 -.505 - .594 - . 683 - 25 -.932 -1.084 
+2 - . 217 - .527 -.64 -.744 - 26 -.953 - 1.060 -1.177 
+5 -.258 - . 555 -.647 -.710 -: 767 - 37 -.900 -.977 
+ 7 - .192 - .353 -.383 -.39 - . 414 -.446 -.473 -.500 
+9 + 154 . +310 +.399 +. 457 +.40 +.535 + - 1 +.662 
+10 +.580 +. 975 + 1.076 + 1.1 51 + 1.21 3 + 1.29 + 1. 336 +1. 401 
+ 11 +351 +.772 +g09 +.990 +1. 056 + 1.183 + 1. 243 + 1.320 
+ 13 +. 204 +.525 +.650 + 738 + 22 +.9 + 1.076 +1. 1 6 
+ 16 + .122 +340 +. 437 +520 +.601 + 756 +. 63 + 1.021 
+20 + .02 +233 +.313 +370 + 446 +.577 + . 67 +843 
+25 + 063 +. 170 +.228 + 273 +.325 +432 +525 +.668 
t 30 +045 +. 132 +. 175 +.217 +. 262 +.340 +. 420 +. 555 35 +. 036 +.109 + 142 +. 17 +.219 +. 279 +.352 +. 475 
+40 +. 030 +. 09 +. 120 +. 151 +.182 +. 243 +.299 +.415 
+50 +.023 +.069 +.092 +. 11 5 +. 137 + 182 +. 230 +.320 
--- -
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T ABLE Va .- ORDINATE GIVI ' G TIlE URFACE' OF THE FIVE RA TKI E TR1: TR 
Strut No. I Strut No. II Strut 1 o. III Strut TO . I V Strut No. V 
1 
X 11 x 11 x 11 x 11 , x I 11 
---
---1---
- --- - --------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.049 0.304 0.053 0.291 0.049 0. 270 0.053 0.233 0. 017 0.131 
.09 .41 1 .152 .500 .098 . 402 . 217 . 520 . 052 .24 
.196 . 61 .250 .642 . 196 . 564 . 422 . 726 .0 6 . 316 
.294 . 750 . 3~ . 755 . 29~ .699 . 627 2 .189 .454 
.392 . 848 .495 . ~92 .~1 . 833 32 : 996 . 292 . 564 
.5:\9 .9"0 .M2 .995 . 5~~ .936 I. 037 1. 094 . 430 .67 
.6X6 1.0"0 7 1.127 .11.13 1. 073 1. 446 1. 233 . 602 .791 
.031 I. 211 1. 132 1.230 1.0iR I. l i6 1. 856 I. 332 . i i4 .884 
l. 176 1.302 1.377 1. 309 1. 32:1 1.250 2.266 1. 406 .946 . 970 
I. 121 1. 36q I. 622 I. 3n3 I. .169 I. 304 I. 676 1. 451 1.11 1. 0.12 
I. H67 I. 117 2. 113 I. 431i 2.059 1. 397 3.0 6 1.4 3 1.462 1. 170 
2. IS7 1. 477 2.1103 I. liS 2.549 1. 4S1 3.495 1. 500 1. 806 1. 272 
2. H47 1.500 3.093 1.1~7 3.039 1.4 5 3. 905 1.496 2. 150 1. 342 
:1. 137 1. 490 3. li83 1.500 3.529 1. 496 4.3 15 1. 4 7 2.494 1. 397 
3.627 I. 4.16 4. on 1. 4X'1 I. 017 1.500 5.135 1. 436 2. 83 1. 435 
I. 118 1. 408 1. Sr.4 I. 451 4.510 I. 490 5.954 1. 352 3. 526 1. 486 
1.60 I. 31R 1. OM 1. 102 5.000 1. 466 6.774 1. 229 4.214 1.500 
S.5 1. 196 5 .. 1-14 I. 318 5.490 I. 421 7. 593 1.065 4. 902 1.476 
O. S69 I. 010 I]. S24 I. 196 0.471 1. 294 8. 413 . 86 1 5.590 1. 428 
7. S~9 . 799 7. SOS 1.010 7.451 1. 118 8.823 . 746 6.278 1. 352 
KIi29 . 569 R. 485 .770 8.431 2 9.233 . 615 6.967 1. 249 
11.020 . 44 1 h. 971i . H27 .922 .745 9. M2 .467 7.655 1. 101 
O. SID .318 9. ·106 . 170 9.412 . fi7 10.052 . 287 . 343 . 925 
to. 000 .1 r. 9. ill .3h2 9.902 .3S7 10. 257 . 180 9.031 .71 2 
10.245 .122 9.95il .~ 10. 147 .274 10. 462 .061 9.375 . 598 
to. 490 .029 10. 201 . 176 10. 385 .147 10.519 0 9. 719 .460 
10.519 0 10.446 .056 10. 455 .083 10.063 .275 
10.505 0 10. 519 0 10. 235 .186 
10. 407 .072 
10.4 6 0 
T ABIJE \' lJ .-ORDIN ATES GIVING THE SURFA CES OF THE R. & 1. 183 (BRITI II), KO. .5:3 (GERMAN), AI D NAVY TO. 2 (AMERICAN) TRUTS 
R. & 3'-f.l"3 ~o. fi~ Navy No.2 
x V z V x 
- -----
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.210 0.:1-15 0.0.'i4 o.:m 0.21l2 O. ,t)!i5 
. . 12:; . i20 • IS!! .4hl . ;'25 . iY2 
. iH.' . 9:3.\ . :17b .680 . 7Sj .952 
l. 0:.0 1. 092 .607 .846 1050 I. 0,0 
1. 5i5 1. 30,\ .905 1. 022 I. 312 l. 1>,0 
2100 1.4~O 1. 21 5 LIM 1. 575 1.2fiO 
2.1i25 1. 4~'j l .. i92 129' I.KI; l. :320 
:1.150 1.500 2.119 1.·l lIi 2.100 1. :~j .i 
a. (ii.=) 1. 40.; 2.6.32 1. 177 2.1\25 1. 110 
4.200 1.47,') 3.361 1. 500 :1. 150 1. I ~O 
1.72b 1. 443 \.192 1.411S a. 675 1.500 
:1. 2,~O 1.104 J.. GO 1. 4.i7 4.200 1. 500 
,J. 7i.5 1. 341 5.540 I. 3kO -t.72!l 1. 1 9~ 
Ii. 300 1. 272 U.2.3 1. 2;;) .0.250 1. 410 
0. H2.; l.lq. 6.900 1. 151 ."l.775 l. ~i~ 
7. 350 1. 092 7.5'!8 1.004 n.300 1.200 
7. ~i5 .979 8.330 10 6. 25 1. 207 
H.400 52 8.975 .620 7. 350 1.107 
8.925 . ill 9.592 .413 7.875 . 93 
9.450 .504 10.000 . 2.10 .400 52 
G. 975 .376 10.302 . 102 8.925 .69 
10.310 1.86 10. 500 0 9. 450 . 510 
10. 500 0 9.975 . 292 
10.500 0 
T AHI,g VI.- TlIEORETIC,\L .\X D EXPERIMEr T AL VELOCITIE AND PRE URES Or T il E 
S RFACE OF STRUT No. I AT 40 MILES PER HOUR 
nol~ 
Xo. 
I 
2 
:1 
4 
rl 
Ii 
7 
k 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
Theoretical Experimental 
Pres~ure Pressure Holo position I 
--- \'rlocity ----,----1·---".----,-- --,----1 Velocity 
I Y p pip. 
o 
0.100 
.:100 
.5W 
.880 
1.300 
2. 100 
3. 640 
5.240 
U. 00 
R.400 
9.220 
9. 950 
10.350 
o 
0.4~6 
. itl() 
. 997 
1.192 
1. 31X 
1. 472 
1. 461 
I 25.> 
.962 
. 599 
. 353 
.206 
. 083 
o 
27,0 
·\3. ~ 
f,2.1 
.17. :{ 
f),"J.9 
.17. ' 
5.1. ~ 
4 3 
44 4 
\14 
39. 1 
34. 
31 4 
+0.7Si 
+.412 
-.15 • 
- . fiHi 
-. '2\ 
- .!In 
-.S.'\.1 
-. f.:J,; 
-.31i~ 
-. 1'~ 
-.057 
+'031l 
+.19 1 
+ . 393 
1 Inches of alcohol 1 10 10. 
I 
+1.000 
+. 51H 
-.200 
-.6U4 
1
-1.05:1 
-1.1Ii0 
-1.0H 
-.h07 
-.4.15 
-.2:13 
-.072 
+.046 
+.24:\ 
+.500 
<') 
o 
4.0~ 
-10. S9 
-15. 9. 
-19. (i 
- 21. 10 
-20.00 
-16.55 
-13.70 
-11. i;; 
-9.91 
- .95 
-i.OS 
1 -7.hJ 
(2) P 
o 
-.323 
- 57 
-1. 261 
-1.56i 
-1.665 
-1. 57S 
-1.311 
-LOllI 
- . 927 
- . 7~ 1 
-, (Of, 
-.629 
- . 616 
+0. 787 
+. 164 
-.0.10 
-.174 
-. i 0 
- . 87 
-.791 
-.1i27 
-.294 
-. 140 
+.000 
+.08 1 
+. 15S 
+. 171 
+ 1. 000 
1 +.589 
-. 0.1 
-.602 
-.091 
- 1.117 
- 1. 005 
-.IXi9 
-.374 
-. 17. 
+.008 
+. 103 
+ . 201 
+.21 
2 Inches of water ,"erlica!. 
o 
25.7 
40. 8 
50.7 
56.5 
58. 2 
56.7 
.i l. 7 
46.9 
43. 4 
39.8 
3i .9 
_
35.S I 35. 4 
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TAB1JE VIT.- THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VELOCITIES AND PRE URES ON THE 
S RFACE OF STRUT No. II AT 40 MILE PER HOUR 
Hole 
1\0. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
b 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
I~ 
14 
Theoretical 
liole position 
Pressure 
------ \'clocity --
x 
o 
.100 
.300 
.550 
o 
1.300 
2.100 
3.640 
5.240 
6. 00 
8.400 
9.220 
9.950 
10.350 
11 
o 
0.432 
.712 
.93 
1.11 
I. 275 
1. 422 
1. 496 
I. 393 
I. 152 
00 
.564 
.309 
.108 
o 
26.4 
41.1 
50.5 
55.0 
56.3 
55.3 
.52.1 
49.3 
47.3 
44.3 
41.4 
35.7 
27.4 
p 
+0.77 
+443 
-.046 
-.465 
-.702 
-.769 
-.716 
-.546 
-.410 
-.311 
-.li 
-.055 
+. 157 
+ 418 
1 1 nch~s of alcohol 1 to 10. 
pIp" 
+1.000 
+563 
-.058 
-.592 
- 92 
-.97 
-.910 
-.694 
-.521 
-.395 
-.227 
-.OiO 
+200 
+532 
(1) 
o 
-4. 32 
-10.55 
-15.71 
-Ii. 81 
-18.79 
-18.36 
- 16.19 
-14.45 
-12.96 
-11.16 
-9.6, 
-8.17 
-7.06 
Experimental 
:Pressure 
(') 
o 
-.3·12 
- 31 
-1. 239 
-1. 406 
-J.48~ 
-I. 449 
-I. 278 
-1. 141 
-I. 023 
-.881 
-.763 
- . 645 
-.557 
1> 
+0.787 
+446 
-.04-1 
-.452 
-.619 
-.696 
-. C>62 
-.491 
-.354 
-.236 
-.094 
+.024 
+. 142 
+.230 
pIp" 
+1.000 
+.566 
-.056 
-.575 
-.789 
-.885 
-.842 
- .623 
-.450 
-.300 
-.120 
+031 
+ 180 
+.230 
:? Inches of water verticai. 
Velocity 
I--z 
41. I 
50.2 
53. 5 
54.9 
54.3 
51. 0 
4 .2 
45.6 
42.3 
_
39.4 1 36.2 
35.1 
TABLE VTIT.- TITEORETI AL AI D EXPERT IENTAL VELOCITIER AND PRE URE ON THE 
. URFACE OF 'TR l' No. 1[[ AT 40 lIILE PER HO UR 
--I 
Holr 
;\0. 
!-
1 
2 
3 
4 
·5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
IT ole position 
x 
o 
0.100 
.300 
.550 
o 
1.300 
2.100 
3.640 
5.240 
6. ~OO 
S. 1100 
0.2:;0 
9.950 
10.350 
11 
o 
0.407 
.711 
. 913 
1.10 
1. 240 
I. 393 
I. 500 
1. 437 
!. 230 
.893 
.653 
.427 
.li2 
Yclocity 
o 
23.3 
42.7 
50.6 
54.1 
54.8 
53.4 
51. 3 
49. 
47.9 
45.0 
42.1 
37.4 
26. 
'l'hcorcLical 
Pr ssuro 
p 
+0.787 
+519 
-.110 
-.472 
-.650 
-.686 
-.614 
-.5Ofi 
-.431 
-.341 
-.209 
+:~~_~_I +433 
pIp" 
+1.000 
+lIfiO 
-.140 
-.600 
-.826 
-. H72 
-.781 
-. (\43 
-.54X 
-.434 
-.261i 
-. lOll 
+ 121l 
+551 
1 Il1ches of alcohol 1 to 10. 
(1) 
o 
-3.28 
-II. 30 
-15. 10 
-17.90 
-1H.3·1 
-17.3fi 
-16.09 
-15.20 
-13.05 
-11.43 
-t),77 
-b. 02 
-7.58 
Expcrimcntal 
Pressure 
(') 
o 
-.258 
- 92 
-1. 192 
-I. 413 
-I. 447 
-I. 36 
-1. 26, 
-I. 200 
-1.091 
-.H02 
-.770 
-.632 
-. 59~ 
1> 
+0.77 
+.529 
-.105 
-.405 
-.62(i 
-. (iGO 
-.581 
- . 4~0 
-.413 
-.304 
-.211 
+. 017 
+IM 
+1~9 
pIp" 
+1.000 
+672 
-.133 
- . 574 
-.796 
-.839 
- . 739 
-.610 
-.525 
-.386 
-.166 
+.022 
+ 197 
+.240 
, Inches of water \'crtica!. 
1 
Yelocity 
o 
22.9 
42.6 
49.3 
53.6 
54.3 
52.8 
50.7 
49.4 
47.1 
43.2 
39.6 
35. 
34.9 
TABLJ, I X.-TIlEORETICAL AND EXPERI 1E TTAL VELOCITIE AND PRESSURE. ON 1'111£ 
SURFACE OF STRUT No. IV AT 40 .MILES PER HOUR 
I Ilole I ITole position I Tbeore~i::ure 
No. 1 _______ ,1 Yclocity . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
I x 11 
o 
.100 
.300 
.550 
80 
1. 300 
2.100 
3. 640 
.1. 240 
6.800 
8.400 
9.220 
9.950 
10.350 
o 
. 323 
. B06 
19 
1. 023 
1.1 3 
1. 37.1 
1. 4 6 
I. 433 
1. 22 
6h 
.623 
. 3~6 
.12 
o 
23.6 
39.0 
45.4 
51. 3 
53.3 
53. 
53.4 
49.3 
47.0 
44.0 
41. 2 
37.0 
32.7 
p 
+0.7b7 
+.51 1 
+.039 
-.289 
-.503 
-.609 
-.636 
-. R16 
-.408 
-.29 
-.163 
-.017 
+. Wi 
+. 334 
1 loch of alcohol 1 to 10, 
pIp" 
+ 1.000 
+ .653 
+.050 
-.368 
-.640 
-.774 
- 0 
-.7 a 
-.:;1 
-.379 
-. ~OH 
-. 060 
+. IH 
t 425 
(1) 
o 
-:1.39 
-9.44 
-12.64 
-16.32 
-17.38 
-Ii. i2 
-16.46 
-15.03 
-13.60 
-11.32 
-9.70 
-7.&b 
-7.44 
Experimental 
Pressure 
-- Velocity 
(') I' pIp. 
o 
-0.268 
-.745 
-.99 
-1. 288 
-1.370 
-1. 399 
-1. 299 
-1.185 
-1.073 
- 93 
-.766 
-.620 
7 
+0.787 
+.519 
+. 042 
-.211 
-.501 
-.583 
-.612 
-.,,12 
-.39R 
-.286 
-.106 
+. 02l 
+. 1~7 
+.200 
+ 1.000 
+. 659 
+053 
-.2 
-.637 
- . 741 
-.77 
- . 650 
-.506 
- . 363 
- . 135 
+.027 
+.212 
+.254 
'Inches of water .erlica!. 
o 
23.4 
3 .9 
45.1 
51. 2 
52.8 
53.4 
51. 4 
49.1 
46.7 
42.6 
39. 5 
35. 5 
34 . .1 
40 REPORT ATION AL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO AUTICS 
T ABLE X .- THEORETICAL A D EXPERIME JTAL VELOCITJE ' A~D PRE, URE 
URFACE OF TRUT 1 o. V AT 40 MILES PE R E O R 
'rheoreLicsl Experimenlal 
ITole position I. . H ole P ressure Pressure No. Yelocity I \ eloC"lly 
x y p pip" (I) (') p pip" 
--------1---
1 0 0 0 +0.77 +1.000 0 0 +0. 77 + 1.000 0 
2 .100 .323 26.7 +.437 +.556 -4. 12 -0. 349 +.438 +. 556 26. i" 
3 .300 .579 3 .5 . 057 +.073 -9.22 -.727 +.060 +. 076 3 .5 
4 .550 . iii 44.7 -. 194 -.247 -12.36 -. 976 -.19 - .240 44. Ii 
5 .880 . 941 4 .4 -.366 -. 465 -12. 90 -1.019 -.:132 -.422 47.7 
6 1.300 1. 112 I 51. 2 - . ';04 -.640 -15.56 - \. 22i -.440 -.559 49.9 
7 2.100 1. 336 .53.2 -.606 -.770 - 17.14 -1.353 -.566 - .719 52 . .1 
8 3.640 1. 49 52.0 -.542 -. 689 -16.60 -1.310 -.523 -.665 51. 6 
9 5.240 I. 452 50.2 - . 456 -.579 -15.59 -1. 230 -.443 -.563 50.0 
10 6.800 I. 263 4 .2 -.356 -.452 -14. 40 - 1.136 -.349 -.443 4 .1 
11 8. 400 .913 45. 1 -.210 - . 273 - 11. 73 - . 926 -.139 - . 177 43. 4 
12 9. 220 .648 42.5 - .tOO - . 127 -9. 99 -.785 +. 002 +. 003 :19.9 
13 
I 
9.950 .352 37. 4 +. L23 +. 156 -7. 5 - . 620 +.167 +. 212 30.5 
14 10.350 . L3 30.1 +. 434 +.552 -7.40 -.5 " +. 203 +.25 34.5 
--
I Inches of alcohol, 1 to 10. '1 1nchcs of wnter vertical. 
O~ T Il E 
TABL1, XIa.- RE HI 'TA CE VALUE PE R FOOT R X FOR FIVE RA NJ<I :\TE ,'TR("TH .\ T 
VARIO U, AIR SPEEDS A TD ZE R O PIT H AKD ¥A 'Y 
.\ i r 
speed 
V II 
Strut 
III L \ . 
~~r~~~ ----~---~----~------~-----
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
0.0240 
.04 6 
.0788 
. lloo 
. liOO 
. 0040 
.0845 
.07n 
.0745 
.0739 
46.23 
93.62 
151.80 
229.24 
327.49 
Drag, D, in pouncis per (oot run 
0. 0260 0.025 0.0240 0.023b 
.0532 .0534 .0404 .0472 
.0 76 .0888 . 0 34 .0801 
.1320 .1362 . 1260 .1204 
.18 . 19·10 . 1792 . 1740 
Drag coeOirielll CD - p:Dtl' 
. 10 1 . 1010 . 040 .0931 
.0926 .0929 . 0 .59 . 021 
.0858 .0870 . 08 17 .0784 
.0 20 .0 54 . 07 9 . 0753 
.0808 .0844 . 07f.O .075 
D Ib./foot D rag-slr Il brth nllio, T? (feel)' 
43. 78 40.91 39. 6 39.09 
S9.59 84.67 82.04 77.53 
147.5 1 140. 0 138.50 131. 57 
222.28 21,1.9.1 209.26 197.77 
312 .• 8 307.1iO 297.60 285. I 
Sectional moment of inertia I , ill .' 
10.764 I 12.31~ 13.0ib 1 12.46 12.624 
LI=stru t t hickn in feet =t. 
A= frol' ta l a rea of t ru t in ft.'/ ft.=t. 
V1=n ir s peed in feet per second. 
pIU=0.00237 slu g. v= 0.0001670 (fLP/scc. 
lJ = momont or inertia in ft.' 
7.34 
11. 00 
14.67 
1 .34 
22.00 
7.31 
11. 00 
14.67 
I .34 
22.00 
7.34 
11.00 
14.67 
I .34 
2"2. 00 
X IO " 
4. 10 
6. 50 
8. 70 
10.9 
13. I 
4. 40 
6.59 
.79 
10.9 . 
13. I 
4.40 
6. 59 
8.79 
10. 0 
13. I~ 
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TABLE XIb .- RE I "rANCE VALUES PER FOOT R UN FOR RAi KINE STRUT NO. V COMPARED 
WITH THO E FOR R . & M. 1 3 (BRITISH), No. 53 (GERMA _), XAVY No.2 (AMERICAN) 
1-
t rut J 
-I 
I 
Air speed 
y I in miles R. & M. 1 3 
per hour 
No. 53 I Navy 2 v 
X 10-' 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
Drag, D, in pounds per foot run 
O. 025 
. 0544 
.0912 
. 1390 
. 1938 
.1010 
.0945 
. 0893 
.0 70 
. 0844 
O. 0243 
.04 4 
.0 18 
. 1230 
.177 
.0951 
.0842 
- .0 00 
. 0769 
.0774 
O. 02-10 
.0472 
.0796 
. 1206 
.174 
. 0940 
. 0 21 
.0779 
.0755 
.0761 
O. 0238 
.0472 
.0801 
. 1204 
. 1740 
. 0931 
.0821 
.0784 
.0753 
.075 
. D lb. /foo t 
Drag-strength ratIO, 17 (feet) ' 
43. 09 40. 99 39. 90 39.09 
90.85 81. 65 78.46 77. 53 
152. 31 137. 99 132. 32 131. 57 
232. 15 207. 50 200. 4 197. 77 
323. 67 299. 94 290. 5 2 5. 81 
-.l 
Sectional moment of inertia I in. ' 
12. 416 1 12. 292 - 1- 12. 4~ 12. 624 
7. 34 
11. 00 
14.67 
18. 34 
22. 00 
7. 34 
11. 00 
14.67 
18. 34 
22. 00 
7. 34 
11. 00 
14. 67 
1 .34 
22. 00 
4. 40 
6. 59 
.79 
10. 98 
13.18 
4. 40 
6. 59 
8. 79 
10. 98 
13. 18 
4. 40 
6. 59 
.79 
10. 98 
13. 18 
T ABLE XII.-ALONG STREAM FOR ES PER FOOT RUN OF STRUTS I N 40 MILE PER HO UR 
IR PEED 
I-
~ 
~ 
0 
" 
"" E-<
Strut 
No. 
I 
II 
HI 
IV 
V 
I 
II 
In 
IV 
V 
I 
n 
III 
IV 
V 
Push 
0.29 
.281 
.291 
.256 
.229 
.313 
.288 
.296 
.264 
.232 
391 
327 
332 
318 
290 
Downstream 
uction I 
0.214 
. 223 
. 209 
.181 
.214 
.164 
. 160 
. 156 
.157 
.172 
205 
1 2 
175 
189 
215 
Tolal 
PI 
0.512 
.5().! 
.500 
. 437 
.443 
. ·177 
.448 
.452 
.421 
.404 
Upstream 
Push I Suction 1 
Pounds pcr foot run 
0. 086 I 0.426 .110 .396 .146 .358 
.099 .33 
.122 .320 
Pounds per foot run 
. 056 
.065 
.0 3 
.0 0 
.084 
.382 
.34 
.333 
.308 
.2 9 
I prcssur~ IFrictional! Total 1 
drag drag drag 
Dp= P'- 1 D D=Dp+ 'fotal 
p, p2 r Dr 
0. 512 0 
.506 -.002 
.504 -.004 
.437 0 
.442 +. 001 
.43--~ 
. 413 .035 
. 416 I .036 
.388 .033 
.373 .031 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.040 I 
.053 
.053 
.050 
.049 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.079 
:089 
.083 
.080 
I 
Pcr cent of total measured drag, D 
596 
50H 
507 
507 
505 
70 
74 
93 
96 
105 
477 
395 
374 
371 
361 
547 
469 
467 
467 
466 
49 
40 
39 
40 
39 
51 I 
~I 61 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
U. s. GOVERNMENT PR I NTING OFFICE : 1929 
z 
t 
. 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear 
Sym- to axis) D esigna- Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol tion bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolling ______ L Y----> Z roIL _____ <J> u p LateraL _______ Y Y pitching ____ !vI Z---->X pitch _____ 0 v q NormaL ______ Z Z yav.ing _____ N X---->Y yaw _____ 'It w r 
Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), 8. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript. ) 
L M CL=- CM =-qbS qcS 
D, Diameter. 
Pe, Effective pitch. 
Po, Mean geometric pitch. 
P., Standard pitch. 
Pv, Zero thrust. 
Pa, Zero torque. 
p/D, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
V., Slip stream velocity. 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
T, Thrust. 
Q, Torque. 
P, Power. 
(If "coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
1], Efficiency = T V/P. 
n, Revolutions per sec., r. p. s. 
N, Revolutions per minute, r. p. m. 
<.P, ElIective helix angle = tan-1 (27T'~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 Ib./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
1 mi./hr. = 0.44704 m/s 
1 m/s=2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg 
1 kg=2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
1 m=3 .2808333 ·ft. 
